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Slot Tech Editorial

Randy Fromm

This month sees part two of
Ted Befus’ Epic Battle of the
Mastercom 250. When we left
you last, our slot floor was in
dire straits. Duplicate mes-
sages were running wild,
leaving chaos in their wake.
Lost ticket messages, dupli-
cate tickets and non-func-
tioning player cards were just
a few of the problems en-
countered.  Technicians lived
in fear of the dreaded GMU
and its unexplained nature.
The saga continues on page
six.

Pat Porath has his hands full
this month with a printer
RAM Error, an IGT Video
Poker game with a non-
existant ticket problem and
even some funny stories from
the gaming floor. However,
Pat brings up an interesting
thing to know about working
on Atronic machines: There
is a close connection between
the button board and the
flourescent lamps. Some-
times, a flourescent lamp fail-
ure is just that, a flourescent
lamp failure. At other times,
failure of the flourescent
lamp to illuminate may be
traced to a fault on the but-
ton board. Why would that
be? You’ll find a detailed
analysis in Michael
Brennan’s article on Atronic’s
e-motion machine, also in
this month’s Slot Tech Maga-
zine. Pat Porath’s article be-
gins on page 14. Michael
Brennan’s commences on
page 32.

Please welcome our newest
correspondant, Jason Czito.
Jason is the Technical Man-
ager at Black Oak Casino in
Tuolumne, California. He had
never even played a slot ma-
chine when he started as a
floor attendant upon the
opening of the casino. On the
rare occasion that his spare
time isn't spent outdoors, he
can be caught playing video
games on the PC. He resides
in Soulsbyville and lives with
his girlfriend, Mary.

His article on the door clo-
sure sensing circuit is really
excellent. It’s the thing that
often has old and new techs
alike scratching their heads,

slaming the main door closed
again and again in an effort
to clear the error. Just how
many dang switches are
there in that circuit? Jason
shows ‘em all to us and
shows us just how they’re all
strung together in series.
Every new slot tech needs to
read this. Jason’s article on
IGT Slant Top Switches be-
gins on page 20

Finally, Herschel Peeler takes
us on a wild ride through the
wild and wooley paths of the
video PCB in the Kristel 18”
LCD Monitor. The schemat-
ics aren’t printed here. You’ll
have to get ‘em online. The
URL is included in the article.
Herschel’s article begins on
page 40.

Oh yeah. One more thing.
When people ask you “How
can I become a slot tech?” I
have the answer now. Sycuan
Casino, here in El Cajon,
California, has opened a slot
tech school. It’s a ten week
program that includes three
weeks of apprenticeship. I am
going to lead the class. Point
the newbies to http://slot-
techs.com/sycuan. Much
obliged.

See you at the casino.
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Slot Tech Feature Article

By Ted Befus

Unlocking the Mysteries of
the Mastercom 250 - Part 2

I’m sure you’ve all been
breathlessly waiting for
the conclusion to “Un-

locking the Mysteries of the
Mastercom 250.”  Well, wait
no longer for the time is upon
us.

When we left you last, our
slot floor was in dire straits.
Duplicate messages were
running wild, leaving chaos
in their wake.  Lost ticket
messages, duplicate tickets
and non-functioning player
cards were just a few of the
problems encountered.
Technicians lived in fear of
the dreaded GMU and its un-
explained nature.

Enter Bally Systems, armed
with the knowledge of how to
tame the GMU and leash the
duplicate codes to a more
acceptable status.  It was
with this knowledge that we
could now breathe easily, no
longer living in fear of what
was.

Ok, that’s enough drama, did

I have you on the edge of your
chair awaiting something
shocking?  Sorry to say, what
you’re about to read is not
shocking, well not physically
anyway.

In part 1 we briefly covered
how to access the debug
meters in the options of the
GMU. Now we’ll cover some
of the problems we discov-
ered on our slot floor and how
we solved them.

After we had read meters on
approximately 800 games for
three days straight (that was
a lot of fun, just in case you
wanted to know. Boy, do I feel
for some of you working with
thousands of games right
now) we were ready to deter-
mine the reason for our prob-
lems.

We first had to determine the
criteria to make us look more
closely at certain games from
the meters that we read.
Truthfully, we paid little at-
tention to the first three
meters (GmCMDn, GMSeq
and GMCksm), unless they
were exceptionally bad.  Most
of our games had no move-
ment on these three meters.
The ones we paid close atten-
tion to were meters 5,6,7,8
and 30 (NtCksm, NtRpol,
NtMxRp, NtTQOv and

DrtAer).  Extra close atten-
tion was paid to meters 7 and
8 due to the fact that incre-
ments in those meters
equates to lost messages.

We got fairly lucky. Out of
800 games, we may have had
30 games that needed imme-
diate attention.  Most of these
games were from the same
manufacturer (Atronic).
Some smaller problems were
scattered between our older
Aristocrat (540) games and a
few IGT problems.

Aristocrat 540

We started at our Aristocrat
540 games. They were the
ones I mentioned in part 1 in
regards to player cards not
functioning.  When a player
inserted their card, the EPI
display would show
“STANDBY” meaning that the
GMU had a message to send
but it was waiting for the sys-
tem to acknowledge it.  This
was noticed in the high error
counts in meters 5, 6 and 7.
The audit sheet seen in part
#1 is an actual audit sheet
from one of those games.

Once the EPI components
and GMU were ruled out as
suspects, we set out hooking
our oscilloscope to the GMU
transmit line coming from the
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slot line holding these games.
As you’ll see in figure 1, the
transmit line was not pretty
(if the figure doesn’t look that
good it’s because I had to
hand draw it. My scope
doesn’t have a capture fea-
ture.  I haven’t drawn any-
thing since 10th grade art
class!)  See figure 1.

Now that was a lot of noise!
To troubleshoot this problem,
we separated all other banks
of games associated with this
particular line looking for an
improvement in signal. It
didn’t improve.  Next, we
started disconnecting all the
games still online until we
were down to the first three
games on the line. It was still
noisy though.  We checked
for proper EPI grounding
(which was good) and
checked for leakage between
the neutral and ground of the
game auxiliary supply (less
than 1 volt. No problem
there).

Could it be the GMU power
supply? We took a new sup-
ply to a nearby wall outlet
and plugged it in.  BINGO! No
noise!  Ok, now we think
we’ve got it, so we swap sup-
plies out and plug the sup-
ply into the game aux supply
and check again.  Uh oh, still
no good.  Hmmm, this is get-
ting to be a real noodle
scratcher.  Then it hits us!
We plugged the new supply
into a wall outlet!  We discon-
nect the supply and plug it
straight into the power strip
located under the game, that
oughta fix it!  NOPE! Still
noisy.  By now, I’m pulling
out my hair as we’re trying

to figure this out. Then, we
take a good look at the power
strip. Lo and behold, it’s one
of our old strips that are
known for causing problems!
We replaced it with a new one
and checked it again.  PER-
FECT!  Whew, I was starting
to get a little frustrated.

Editor’s note: Why don’t you
purge your entire casino of
these rascals? Surely this
comes under the heading of
preventative maintenance.

Atronic

Next up, an Atronic SAS
game that had so many er-
rors over three days that the
meters actually rolled over
sometime between counts!
So, we go through the same
motions as before, this time
checking for a bad power
strip first. That ain’t it.  Out
comes the ‘scope again and
of course, another noisy line.
Different looking noise than

the last time though.  So
we’re gonna switch out the
GMU and no sooner did we
unplug it than the line went
absolutely NUTS! See figures
2a, 2b and 2c for what hap-
pened.  Could it be bad ma-
chine power?  We checked
the game Power supply and
found that the fan had quit.
That could be it. Could there
be noise from the 12V sup-
ply for the fan causing it?  We
replaced the game power
supply. Nope. That ain’t it.

Why would the line get bad
after unplugging the GMU?
Then one of us bumped the
game power and the line
cleaned up considerably.
Why? It turned out that the
GMU was picking up noise
being radiated by the moni-
tor.  This isn’t a problem on
all of our Atronic games.
Some of the games have a
Ceronix monitor that comes
in an enclosure. The enclo-
sure acts as a Faraday

Line 11 a - GMU Transmit before changing power strip
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Shield, blocking the EMI. Our
problem games didn’t have
the shield.  To fix this, we
have grounded all the GMU
chassis to the game and set
the GMU to the rear corner
of the topbox to keep it as far
away from the monitor as
possible. Problem solved.

It turns out that a lot of our
Atronic games had this same
problem. We have since
grounded the GMU chassis
on ALL Atronic games. This
has had a very positive im-
pact on the cleanliness of our
slot lines.  To double check if
this really worked, we reset
the debug meters on the
worst offenders and checked
them the following day.  The
next day there were NO IN-
CREMENTS on meters 1
through 8 in the debug
meters!  Cool!

That left one problem line,
holding some of our more
popular IGT TITO games.
Out comes the ‘scope again.
Holy cow, what a lot of noise!
See figure 3.  After isolating
all the games from the sys-
tem, we had left only the
homerun and all the har-
monica boards connected (a
harmonica board is simply a
board with six RJ45 termi-
nals that looks like a har-
monica).  With no games
hooked up, it was still noisy.
We started disconnecting all
the harmonica boards one by
one. As it turned out, that
bank had two defective har-
monica boards.

That spelled the end to a lot
of our big problems.  Do you
remember in part 1 where I
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mentioned to pay particular
attention to the duplicate
code count from the GMU
exception code count report?
Before we started our audit,
we were getting over 1300
duplicate exception codes
during a 24 hour period.
OUCH!  We’ve been told that
for a casino our size we
should have a maximum of
200!  After cleaning up the
problems mentioned above,
our count has dropped to
nine!  A world of difference!!!

I know what some of you
might be thinking, that noise
can’t be that bad.  Can it?  We
did a lot of things prior to the
install of this system. We had
fully shielded CAT6 wire (with
a pair separator) pulled for all
our homeruns and outfitted
all our games with fully
shielded CAT5e patch cables
and made certain that our
fuserack was properly
grounded.  I certainly was
surprised by just how much
noise there can be, even
when you take precautions
like we did, but then again I
never expected to see the
causes for it that we saw.

Our technicians need no
longer to live in fear, for we
have unlocked the mysteries
of the Mastercom 250!  Peace
shall reign in our Casino once
again!

I’d like to take a minute to
thank Brandon Saeck from
Bally Systems for providing
me with a lot of the GMU in-
formation you saw in part #1.

Until we meet again.

 - Ted Befus
tbefus@slot-techs.com
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Quick Simple Repairs #15
By Pat Porath

Slot Tech Feature Article

IGT
S2000

 This was a new one on me.
First of all, it is an IGT S2000
game with a GEN 1 (Seiko)
type ticket printer in it. It was
a typical day at the office and
the call was received: “We
have a RAM error on a ticket
printer.”

This was very interesting as
I had never run into this be-
fore on ANY game. Other er-
rors are common such as
“printer not communicating,”
“paper jam,” “printer
timeout” or even “printer dis-
connected” but never a
printer RAM error. I have
never even heard of one. Of
course one of the things that
came to mind was to do a
partial RAM clear on the
game. Perhaps a corrupt E-
square on the back plane
board was to blame. Maybe I
should simply replace the
printer.

Upon coming up to the game,
a little bell went off in my
brain. “IS IT PLUGGED IN?”
A short but effective phrase
indeed. BEFORE replacing
the ticket printer, performing
a partial RAM clear or re-

building the game from the
base up, let’s power-down,
reseat all connectors and try
a simple reboot. Sure as the
sun comes up in the morn-
ing, it came back beautifully
with no errors. If the logical
approach had been taken (re-
place the “defective” unit)
there would have been one
less spare on the shelf and
the original would have to
have been cleaned and tested
before being tagged “good”
and replaced on the spares
shelf.   Is It Plugged In?

This short phrase has helped
me on numerous occasions.
Not too long ago, I was work-
ing on an Atronic Emotion
game that had lost commu-
nication between the game
and the CDS Sentinal board.
A quick way to tell is that
there is neither a “door open”
nor a “door closed” displayed
when the slot door is physi-
cally opened and closed. I
checked the green light on
the Sentinal and it was flash-
ing normally. This told me
that there was good commu-
nication between the Sentinal
and the computer system.
The main game board and
the communication board
were reseated. Still nothing.

Ok, time to check out the
Sentinal again. Upon closer
inspection, I saw that there

wasn’t a game interface cable
plugged in ANYWHERE. This
makes sense now. How is it
supposed to work if it isn’t
even plugged in?

The machine was powered off
and the connection was
made. STILL nothing. It
needed a “COM board clear”
performed on it. To perform
this procedure, remove the
game COM board (the one
above the main board) and
remove the two socketed in-
tegrated circuits at U34 and
UXX. Install the “COM board
clear” chips and power up the
machine. Once the game has
come up, power down and
reinstall the original chips.
The game came up fine this
time with no errors. Commu-
nication between the game,
the Sentinal and the track-
ing system had been re-es-
tablished.

FUNNY STORIES From the
Gaming Floor

In the “good ol’ days” of the
floor (when we didn’t have
project after project and not
so many slots on the floor) we
would sometimes have with
the customers.

One hilarious thing that hap-
pened was on a few old Uni-
versal nickel machines. They
would tilt with a code 21 if
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coins were inserted too fast.
If a customer would “speed
load,” it would tilt. I had an
older gentleman that was get-
ting upset because of the
tilts. I told him if he wouldn’t
speed load, the tilts wouldn’t
occur. Of course, it wasn’t
long before the game would
tilt on him again. I was get-
ting a little irritated as well,
so I came up with a plan. I
told him that if he put the
nickels into the game with
the head side facing inward,
the game wouldn’t tilt as
much. Sure enough, he was
looking at EVERY nickel he
put in to make sure the head
of the coin faced the game.
VERY funny! We (slot atten-
dants at that time) would
walk by and start to chuckle.
“Look at this guy putting in
nickels, with the head of the
coin toward the game.”

With him looking at the
coins, it slowed his play and
eliminated the tilts. Funny,
but true. Technically on that
specific model of Universal,
it has three sets of grey coin-
in optics: The two main coin-
in, and a “drop coin-in” op-
tic. We talked to a Universal
tech and he stated that it was
a timing issue between the
optics and the game program
and that not much could re-
ally be done about it. A tech
could clean the coin-in path,
clean the optics and adjust
them but nothing would help
with the code 21s when a
customer speed loaded coins
into the game. The code 21
was also common on the IGT
S-plus games if the coin-in
optic was really dirty. To re-
solve the problem, simply
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disassemble the coin-in as-
sembly, clean the optics and
clean the coin-in path.

Something else that happens
once in a while is when a
nickel player will walk up to
a game and see the number
five. Thinking it’s a nickel
game, they put in a ten-dol-
lar bill, spin it twice and
guess what? The credits are
GONE. It was actually a five-
dollar machine, not a nickel
game. We would walk up to
see what the problem was
and explain to the customer
that it is a five-dollar game,
not a nickel game. Some-
times they wanted a refund.
I would LIKE to say “What do
you think this is, WAL-
MART?” but of course, I say
that I’m sorry that it hap-
pened and remind the patron
that they did indeed get their
spins. Of course, if the cus-
tomer had won on their two
spins, and had seen the dol-
lar amount of what they won,
there wouldn’t be a problem
at all.

Almost a Jackpot Winner T-shirt

I love this idea. In the old ca-
sino, we had “Almost a Jack-
pot Winner” coffee mugs and
T-shirts made up. I don’t re-
call the exact procedure (we
are talking eight years ago)
but when a customer hit a
hand pay on a machine, they
would receive an “almost a
jackpot winner” T-shirt. Of
course if someone had red
and white sevens on the line
and the blue just below, it
would qualify for a T-shirt or
coffee mug. It’s a consolation

prize and customers LOVE
free prizes. It was funny be-
cause I would walk around
the gaming floor or even
stores in town, and there
would be casino patrons
wearing their “almost a jack-
pot winner” shirts.

It was low cost advertising for
the casino. Of course you
can’t give out boxes and
boxes per day but the old say-
ing applies here that “a little
goes a long way.” A little bit
of extra customer service
goes a long, long way in gam-
ing.

“That sure was a close one.
Here is your Almost a Jack-

pot Winner” shirt.

Even if a customer had a mi-
nor game malfunction, such
as a reel tilt and they
“claimed” mixed bars were on
the pay line, giving them a t-
shirt would turn around their
sour mood.

If I’m on the floor and a cus-
tomer says they inserted a
$20 bill into the game and
didn’t get any credit, I’ll ask
them if they remember the
serial number of the bill. Be-
lieve me, you’ll get some hi-
larious reactions. Of course
this should only be done if
you can see the bill or you
have the keys to get access
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to the cashbox contents.
When you ask the customer
if they know the number, try
to do it with a straight face.

Atronic e-motion Lamps

As we know, all lamps in slot
machines should be working
properly. There seems to be,
at the casino I work at any-
way, an issue with the top
light fluorescent in the
Atronic e-motion games. It’s
not always the same thing.
Sometimes the failure is in
the button panel board (yes,
the button panel board con-
trols the button lights –
they’re the colorful lights on
the side of the game – and the
top light) and sometimes it is
the ballast. The ballasts are
swapped out and repaired.
Sometimes we have to swap
the button panel to get the
fluorescent to come on. The
panel involves two ground
wires and six connectors. The
trick, once you know where
it is, is HOW to get access to
the button panel board. On
the inside of the game, oppo-
site side of the lower LCD
monitor there is a fairly large
round gray knob. Push the
knob downward and you will
hear a click. This unlocks the
board. The other large gray
knob on the opposite side of
the upper LCD is to unlock
the top glass. Without know-
ing about the release knob,
the top glass is hard to get
out (I’ve done it). The first
thing, of course, is to change
out the bulb. If it doesn’t
work, swap the button panel.
If the bulb lights, the prob-
lem is in the board. If the
bulb does not light, the prob-
lem is with the ballast.

NOTE: Once the button panel

is swapped and the bulb does
light up, SWAP IT BACK TO
THE ORIGINAL GAME. On
some of the Atronic e-motion
games there are buttons to
select winning “one way” or
“two ways.” The other games
have a “repeat bet” button
and “bet 210 credits” button.
If two different games are
next to each other and there
is this specific situation, a
customer can’t select “one
way” because the button isn’t
there. That’s what happened
here once. The panels were
swapped for troubleshooting
but not swapped back to
their original positions. An-
other symptom of a bad but-
ton panel board is when the
button lights are all on and
dim.

For more on the Atronic But-
ton Board and a complete
schematic diagram, please
refer to “Platform Architecture
Review, Part 1” beginning on page
32Platform Architecture Re-
view, Part 1 of this issue.

IGT Video Poker Game -
Ticket Doesn’t Exist

Most of us that have TITO
games have more than likely
heard of a ticket that “doesn’t
exist” in the tracking system.
This game was a bit tricky to
figure out (for me anyway).
One of the first problems was
getting on the machine to
look at it. It was being played
steadily all day and when I
looked at it first thing the fol-
lowing morning, there was a
guy already playing it.

Later on in the day account-
ing called.

“Do you know there is a prob-
lem with this game?”

“Umm yea, we know about it,
we are just unable to get on
it.”

So finally I HAD to ask the
customer if I might look at
the game. I do not like to do
this at all but in my opinion,
it had to be done. Every ticket
that was going to be turned
in at the cage wouldn’t be in
the system because the game
wasn’t communicating. The
basics were checked and
sure enough, no COM. There
was other work that was done
to the game and I had a
hunch that it would be in the
“global” part of the CDS. It
ended up that it was. The
“global card” is somewhat of
an option card. You can en-
ter the machine number, the
Sentinal ID number, progres-
sive on or off, what type of
communication is needed
such as “IGT Winner” and
“SAS.” All of this, ESPE-
CIALLY with ticketing, has to
be perfect. On this game, only
one setting looked suspi-
cious, the protocol. It was set
at “SAS200ms” instead of
regular “SAS”. It was set,
umm…no I don’t like to use
the word “set” with slot ma-
chines; it was OPTIONED
(there we go) accordingly and
there hasn’t been a problem
heard of since.

Power Surges - ‘Tis the Sea-
son for Thunderstorms

As the summer season comes
upon us, so do thunder-
storms, many of which in-
clude power outages. At the
casino I work at, we have a
generator that is mainly used
for the absolute basics. It
powers emergency lighting
and basic power needs but
not the slot machine power.
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When the power does go off,
there are usually a few choice
words that are said and when
it comes back on the fun be-
gins. The progressive signs
are supposed to come right
back up; that is how a lot of
them are designed these
days. They are controlled,
more-or-less by a PC and
boot up when the power
comes back on. But it doesn’t
always work this way. If a
sign display is black, try
rebooting the PC. The power
indicator light may be on. If
so, press and hold the power
button in for a few seconds
and then let it go and it will
boot up. When there doesn’t
seem to be any sign of power
to the PC, try tapping the
power button once. More
times than not, the sign will
come up beautifully. All of the
progressive amounts will
come right back to where
they left off and the whole
works. We did have a case

where a plasma screen failed.
You could smell burning in-
side. Some of progressives
are Windows based. If it is an
in-house progressive and the
keyboard is there, simply
click on the icon and bingo!
There are your progressive
meters.

NOTE: If you lack experience,
be sure to ask for help. A lot
of damage can be done to a
progressive system if it isn’t
set up properly. Be very care-
ful in these areas. You would
not want a customer to hit a
valid jackpot and the sign not
lockup. Not good. Next time
an experienced tech is work-
ing on a progressive sign or
working on a progressive sys-
tem, ask questions. I believe
I can safely say, the majority
of techs will answer. Find out
where the controller is. On an
in-house progressive that is
in the casino I work at, if
there is a failure code on the

sign, the controller needs to
be rebooted. Simply unplug
the power for a few seconds
and plug it back in. A lot of
the times it will clear the er-
ror.

 - Pat Porath
pporath@slot-techs.com
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Slot Tech Feature Article

Troubleshooting the
door sensor system for
IGT slant top machines

(80960 platforms) can be
puzzling unless you’ve had
the time to sit down with the
schematics and wade
through the diagrams. There
are a number of doors moni-
tored with optics, Cherry,
and micro switches, all on the
same circuit. The schematics
mention switches that aren’t
always present and don’t in-
clude aftermarket additions.
This article will explain how
the system works, what to
keep an eye out for, and
tricks for troubleshooting.
We’ll start on the
motherboard.

Coming off the motherboard
on J11 are six wires (three
pairs) that go to the follow-
ing components: the jackpot
reset key switch, the coin
drop door sensor, and the
main door sensor(s). The

wires coming off of pins 1 and
2 of this plug are the ones
we’re interested in. When all
the sensors/switches of the
game are functioning and all
doors are closed, the connec-
tion between these two pins
is made, and the machine
knows that its main doors are
closed. See figure 1.

Let’s trace the line from pin
1 through the series of
switches. The first switch
that this line encounters is
the door encoder optic (see
figure 2). It’s a light-activated
switch (phototransistor) that,
during normal operation, is

activated when the emitter
(LED) attached to the top
door is brought before it
when the door is closed.

Next in line is the bill valida-
tor door switch (see figure 3).
It’s a double-throw microswitch
activated when the bill door
latch slides into place. It’s
located under the slit for the
top hook of the door latch,
accessed from the backside.

Then comes the coin bucket
switch followed by the front
door switch (see figure 4).
These are both basic Cherry
switches. The coin bucket

IGT Slant Top Door Switches
By Jason Czito

Figure 1 - When all the sensors/switches of the game are function-
ing and all doors are closed, the connection between pin 1 and pin 2
is made, and the machine knows that its main doors are closed.
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switch (only visible in this
picture by the contacts hang-
ing down) is activated when
the coin bucket is set in
place. The front door switch
(on the right) is activated
when the front door panel is
set in place.

Next comes the switch in the
top box, which is also a
Cherry switch activated when
the door is closed. After this
switch, the line returns to the
motherboard on pin 2 of J11.
For the main door to show
closed, all of these switches
must be working at the same
time to close the circuit be-
tween pins 1 and 2 of J11.
Remember that the encoder
switch needs a functioning
emitter to close the circuit
(see figure 5). Also keep in
mind that your machine may
or may not have these exact
switches.

In a functioning machine,
this emitter will transmit
pulses of infrared light, not
visible with the naked eye.
The machine expects to see
these pulses replicated on
pins 1 and 2 of J11 when the
doors (and therefore the cir-
cuit) are closed. This is why
the machine doesn’t recog-
nize the door closing when an
LED flashlight is shined into
the optic – it knows what
pulses it’s sending via the
emitter and expects to see the
same pulses from the main
door circuit. If you go into the
game menu and select “Di-
agnostics, Inputs and Out-
puts Tests, and Processor
Board I/O Test, you’ll be able
to see these pulses in the
form of rapidly changing

Figure 2 - This is the phototransistor for the main door. It is
also referred to as the “encoder.”

Figure 3. This is the bill validator door switch. It’s a double-throw microswitch
activated when the bill door latch slides into place. It’s located under the slit
for the top hook of the door latch, accessed from the backside.

switch states (see figure 6).
You can see the Coin Drop
Door and the Bill Validator
Door switch states changing
in this picture, as the pulses
go through them. If you ex-

tend the emitter from the top
door down to activate the
encoder while in this menu,
you’ll see the Main Door
switch state of this menu
flicker with the pulses for a
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moment before the machine recognizes the
pulses and exits the menu (because it thinks
the door is now closed).

Variations of this will exist in the field. Fig-
ure 7 is from the Game King 19” Slant top

manual, showing the section with the door
switches. Note that J347 holds the two wires
that run the LED on the main door hatch
that will activate the “Encoder, Door Open
Receiver.”

I don’t see the “Printer Door” switches present
often in the field, for example. Our games
have an additional switch installed per
CN3199, which calls for installing a bit of
hardware along with an extra switch in the
series. If your games are coinless, you may
have your coin buckets covered up with a
plate. I’ve come across a handful of machines
where the IGT tech had removed the now use-

less “Coin Bucket” switch and bypassed the

Figure 4. - This is the coin bucket switch and the front
door switch. These are both basic Cherry switches.
The coin bucket switch (only visible in this picture by
the contacts hanging down) is activated when the coin
bucket is set in place. The front door switch (on the
right) is activated when the front door panel is in place.

Figure 5 - The front door infrared LED emitter.

Figure 8
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wires. The diagram itself even
mentions an optional jumper
in place of the top box switch.
Figure 8 is a simplified dia-
gram of the entire switch sys-
tem including some optional
switches. There are certainly

other possibilities for
switches to be in this series
that I haven’t mentioned
here, especially on games
with elaborate top boxes.

Now that we have an overview

of the door switch system, we
can look at how to trouble-
shoot it. If you’re this deep
in figuring out why the ma-
chine doesn’t recognize that
its doors are shut, make sure
you’ve checked them all for
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closure before diving in. A
good percentage of these is-
sues turn out to be top box
doors that were accidentally
opened when the attendant
pushed the door lever the
wrong way, and just need to
be pushed shut. Drop teams
can also be rough on the bill
validator doors, causing
physical problems with this
switch/latch mechanism.

The physical working of the
Cherry and micro switches in
the circuit are easy enough
to test with a meter: use the
continuity test or measure
ohms on the pins of the
switch in question. Ensuring
that these switches are acti-
vated by their respective
doors is just as important (in
the event that a switch works
just fine, but the door doesn’t
properly close it). With all the
doors closed except the main
top door and with the ma-
chine powered down, unplug
J11 (see figure 9). Insert one
lead of the meter into pin 2.
Plug the other lead into the
pin 2 (green wire) of J346.
This picture also shows the
additional switch from
CN3199 installed and its
connection in relation to the
optic.

If you don’t get continuity at
this point, the circuit is bro-
ken somewhere between
these two points, and you can
isolate where the break is by
checking continuity at points
in the circuit respectively
closer to pin 2 of J11. It’s very
important to be familiar with
the switches present on your
machine, or this can be
pretty trying on your pa-

tience. Test as much of the
circuit as you can with this
method. If you show a good
connection between pin 1
and all the door switches up
to the encoder, yet the game
still shows that the door is
open, the problem may lie in
the optics.

The encoder is easy enough
to test. Connect the red lead
of the meter to the red wire
and the black lead to the
white wire. Put the meter on
continuity (or ohms) test and
shine an LED flashlight on
the optic. If it’s working, you
should get continuity. Keep

Figure 6 - If you go into the game menu and select “Diagnostics,
Inputs and Outputs Tests, and Processor Board I/O Test, you’ll be
able to see these pulses in the form of rapidly changing switch states.
You can see the Coin Drop Door and the Bill Validator Door switch
states changing in this picture, as the pulses go through them.
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in mind that this depends in
the quality of your flashlight
– when I do this test, I’ll get
the continuity beep every
couple of seconds. We’ll save
testing the emitter for last
because the problem usually
comes from the other half of
the switch system, and if
we’ve verified that the other
half works, this provides a
convenient way to test the
LED in game. Again, close all
the switches so the only
break in the door closure cir-
cuit is the encoder and go
into the processor board di-

Figure 7 is from the Game King 19” Slant top manual, showing the section with the door switches.
Note that J347 holds the two wires that run the LED on the main door hatch that will activate the
“Encoder, Door Open Receiver”

agnostic menu. Verify again
that shining your LED flash-
light will cause the main door
state to change to 1. Pull the
emitter out of its holder care-
fully and pull a little slack
down so you can hold it be-
fore the encoder and watch
the switch state. If it doesn’t
change with the machine
LED before it, but your flash-
light LED changes it, some-
thing is amiss with the emit-
ter circuit. No voltage
present? Bad LED? There’s
not much more to this half
of the switch system, as this

LED connects directly to the
motherboard.

Be aware of which switches
are present or not on your
machines. Does your slant
top game use an 044 board?
The plugs may be numbered
differently. An ‘optic jumper’
which is basically an LED
and encoder held in position
facing each other with heat
shrink, and with extended
wires may be helpful. This
allows one to ‘connect’ the
optic part of the circuit while
leaving the door open for
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Figure 9 - With all the doors closed except the main top door and with
the machine powered down, unplug J11. Insert one lead of the meter
into pin 2. Plug the other lead into the pin 2 (green wire) of J346. This
picture also shows the additional switch from CN3199 installed and
its connection in relation to the optic.

easier troubleshooting me-
chanical switch issues. Keep
simple things in mind – the
LED must be ‘visible’ to the
encoder when the main door
is closed, or the door will
show open even though all
the switches are functioning,
for example. Practice these
techniques on a working
game so you know how they
should behave in a function-
ing machine, and trouble-
shooting these switches will
be a breeze.

 - Jason Czito
jczito@slot-techs.com
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Slot Tech Magazine has
announced the estab-
lishment of a perma-

nent technical school for slot
machine technicians. The
school is located in the newly
built training facility at
Sycuan Casino in El Cajon,
California, County of San Di-
ego.

The SycuanSchool for Slot
Machine Technicians (pro-
nounced “Seek Juan” or “See
Kwan”) is a cooperative effort
between the Sycuan Casino
(one of San DiegoCounty’s
largest casinos) and Slot Tech
Magazine. Slot Tech Maga-
zine has been training casino
slot techs since 2001. Until
now, this training had been
limited to the casinos them-
selves. A casino often would
invite the magazine’s crack
team of technical instructors
to visit their property and
provide in-house training for
their own slot techs.

“For a number of years, it has
been Slot Tech Magazine’s
ambition to open up this
training to the public at
large,” commented Slot Tech
Magazine publisher Randy
Fromm. “This in response to
the numerous inquires we
receive each week asking the
Big Question: ‘How can I be-
come a slot tech?’”

“But this type of training is
really impossible without the
equipment upon which to
learn and to practice,” con-
tinued Fromm. “The
SycuanSchool for Slot Ma-
chine Technicians was born
as a perfect marriage of a
first-rate, professional train-
ing program and a real, work-
ing casino environment with
a new, purpose-built training
facility. There is nothing else
in the world like it.”

The ten-week slot tech train-
ing program at Sycuan Ca-
sino includes an apprentice-
ship program. Students will
have a three-week appren-
ticeship with the opportunity
to begin their new careers as
slot techs during each of the
three shifts in the 24/7 life
of a casino: day shift, swing
shift and “graveyard” shift.

When students complete the
ten-week course at the
SycuanSchool for Slot Techs,
they will be fully prepared to
step into a slot tech position
at any casino in the world
and begin work with com-
plete confidence and familiar-
ity with the equipment and
troubleshooting procedures.

“There is no other slot tech
school in the world that is

completely operated by a
working, casino,” said pub-
lisher Fromm, who is also the
lead instructor at the school.
“While there are two really
great institutions for slot
techs (The Atlantic Cape
Community College in Atlan-
tic City, New Jersey and the
Blackpool and FyldeCollege
in Blackpool, England) aca-
demic training really doesn’t
hold a candle to industrial
experience when it comes to
this type of work.”

“By operating in a working
casino environment, stu-
dents are immersed in the
‘real deal’ from the very be-
ginning, working on the lat-
est types of slot machines,”
continued Fromm. “The
SycuanSchool for Slot Techs
has the direct support of
major manufacturers of slot
machines, who have provided
the school with new, fully
functional slot machines.
They are networked together
just as they are on the casino
floor, providing a real-world
learning environment during
the classroom portion of the
school.”

During the ten-week class,
bench work will be performed
on REAL failures, retrieved
from the casino floor. With

Slot Tech Magazine Offers
Tech Class to Public

Slot Tech Announcement
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YOUR VALIDATOR IS 
COLLECTING 

MORE
THAN MONEY.

CLEAN UP WITH JCM CLEANING CARDS.
Every time a bill goes into your validator, it’s also introducing  dust, 
oil and debris. Instead of opening every machine on the casino fl oor, 
just insert a JCM cleaning card. The rounded corners and waffl ed 

ridges of the card are a perfect fi t for JCM validators, which makes it 
a perfectly unobtrusive way to get a guaranteed clean. And that will 

guarantee your players more time on their favorite machines.
To clean up, call 888-JCM-0008  •  jcmwaffl etechnology.com

over 2000 slot machines (and
poised to add more) there is
a steady stream of repair
items coming through the
slot shop. It will be impos-
sible for students to leave this
class without an intimate
knowledge of this type of re-
pair because this is what they
will be doing for most of the
class!

“This is not just a “foot in the
door” school,” said Fromm.
“Unless you’re completely
brain dead, you will know
how to fix slot machines, in
many cases, down to the
component level. You will
know how to fix bill
Validators. You will know
how to fix ticket printers. You
will know how to fix monitors.
You will be able to say ‘I am

a Slot Tech.’.”

For further information, visit
the website at http://slot-
techs.com/sycuan

Contact:
Randy Fromm – Publisher
Slot Tech Magazine
1944 Falmouth Dr.
El Cajon, CA92020
Tel.619.593.6131
rfromm@slot-techs.com
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It's time to follow traces on
circuit boards and track
multi-colored wires

around bends and through
harnesses.  It's time to un-
twist ribbon cables and ex-
amine their pin-outs.  Basi-
cally, it's time to get a bit
more technical.

This month's article is the
first in a series that will delve
deeper into our e-motion™
cabinet, examining layout,
architecture and
interconnectivity.

We will closely examine cir-
cuit boards and their connec-
tors, focusing on how com-
ponents and boards are
wired together, illustrated by
connector pin-out tables.
We'll explain how a board be-
haves during game play, and
get into some common issues
and trouble-shooting tips.

A good place to begin is in the
playfield, which contains
monitors, buttons and
speakers, and houses the
frame light control board and
the button board.

Slot Tech Feature Article

By Michael Brennan

Frame Light Control Board

The frame lights surround
the game's monitors, and are
controlled by the frame light
control board, which is lo-
cated behind the lower TFT.
This board gets cues from the
main board via the multime-
dia board and manages the
color and animation of the
frame lights.  Some of its con-
nectors (P3-P7) should not
need to be accessed, but all
connectors are explained be-
low.

P3 - P7:  These connectors
drive each LED board, which
consist solely of red, green
and blue LEDs.

P1:  This Microfit 8 connec-
tor runs to P9 on the button
board, which is where the
frame light control board de-
rives its power.  Some com-
munication is included.  This
connector has the same pin-
outs as button board P9.

P2:  This DB9 connector uses
RS232 protocol and is cabled
to the multimedia board at
X6.  The multimedia board
sends the frame light anima-
tion sequence commands to
this connector, which is re-
layed to each frame light
board.

When you start up an e-mo-
tion™ game, part of the boot-
up sequence involves trans-
ferring data from the CD in
the CD-ROM drive to the
frame light control board.
Animations from the disc get
transferred from the multi-
media board to the frame
light control board, which
stores them.

During normal game play,
the main board will instruct
the multimedia board to play
different frame light anima-
tions for certain game events.
Then, the multimedia board
simply sends short com-
mands to the frame light con-
trol board, which references
the command to a stored
function.  This results in the
frame lights activating cer-
tain colors and lights, with-
out a lot of extra data run-
ning back and forth from the
two boards.

If you are experiencing prob-
lems with the frame lights,
this board is a good place to
look, as well as the button
board, since the button board
provides power to the frame
light control boards.

If the frame lights are "stuck"
on a certain animation, the
frame light control board is

Atronic Platform Architecture - Part 1
  The Playfield
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You can’t compete in gaming today with yesterday’s game plan. So welcome—to the new, 
the dynamic, the thoroughly reinvented Global Gaming Expo (G2E). We haven’t just re-thought G2E, 
we’ve remade it in your image—with new dates, new products, new speakers, new content and
new ways to compete on a global scale. 
 

Go to www.globalgamingexpo.com/AD for more information and register by October 31 
      to enjoy special discounts to the Show and Conference. Special Hotel & Travel Deals 
              are also available online. Questions? Call 1-888-314-1378 or 1-203-840-5626.
                      To Exhibit, call 1-203-840-5341.
 

                   It’s the world of gaming. Right where you need it. 

November 14-16, 2006    |    Las Vegas Convention Center 
November 13, 2006    |    G2E Training & Development Institute

Welcome to the

Center of Your Universe.
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Repair Monitors, Power Supplies, Gameboards?Repair Monitors, Power Supplies, Gameboards?

Check any Electrolytic Capacitor In-Circuit with
100% Accuracy in 3 Seconds---GUARANTEED*

Automatically discharges capacitor

Checks DCR with alerts for shorts

Measures DCR to 500 ohms

Measures ESR from 0.1 to 20 ohms 

Checks caps from .47uF to 2200uF

Beeps one to five beeps for quality

Three-color chart for good-fair-bad

*range 0.47uF - 2.2KuF 90-day money-back guarantee

Portable, Easy to Use, Inexpensive, Highly Recommended by

leaders in the industry.   CapAnalyzer 88A by EDS, Inc.
at fine distributors like Happ, MCM, Kiesub, etc.  or call 561-487-6103

only following the last com-
mand sent from the multime-
dia board.  Communication
may be lost between the
boards.

If you ever swap out a frame
light control board, be aware
of the top connectors (P3-P7).
Each is keyed in an opposite
direction, and may break if
you are not paying attention
and attempt to force a con-
nection.

Button Board

Located in the playfield, the
button board controls the
LEDs under each button and
also provides power to the
frame light control board and
the top playfield fluorescent
lamp.  All its connectors are
accessible and explained be-
low.

P2:  Power comes from the
signal filter board to Minifit
6 connector P2 on the but-
ton board. Voltages (+5, +12
and +24) at P2 are not for the
button board's own use but
are routed from the button
board to other components,
like the frame light control
board and top lamp.  P2 has
the same pin-outs as P13 on
the signal filter board.

P3:  Power for the button
board's own use (+5 volts)
comes from the signal filter
board to P3, an RC16 con-
nector.  Also, all communi-
cation to the button board
comes through this SPI pro-
tocol.  P3 has the same pin-
outs as P5 on the signal fil-
ter board.

P4:  This Microfit 16 connec-
tor runs to the button panel,
controlling buttons and LEDs
"A" through "H."  Button des-
ignations are shown in the
figure.

P5:  This Microfit 14 connec-
tor runs to the button panel,
controlling buttons and LEDs
"I" through "O."

P6:  The P6 Microfit 12 con-
nector is cabled to a harness
that is routed through the
playfield to an in-line connec-
tor that splits to: the "cash
out" switch and LED (pins 5
and 6), the "change" switch
and LED (pins 3 and 4), the
bill decal LED (pin 12), and
the coin decal LED (pin 11).

P7:  This Microfit 6 connec-
tor is cabled to the playfield
height adjustment switches
and corresponding LEDs
(both up and down).

P8:  This Microfit 10 connec-
tor runs to the playfield and
is mostly unused.

P9:  Supplying power to the
frame light control board, P9
is a Microfit 8 connector.

P11:  A Microfit 4 connector,
P11 supplies power (+5, +12
and +24 volts) to the upper
playfield fluorescent lamp.

When an e-motion™ game is
powered up, the board goes
through a self-test.  All LEDs
flicker on and off briefly. Then
the board returns to a wait-
ing state.  When certain cred-
its are available, the main
board and button board are
in communication (via the
signal filter board and
backplane) referencing cred-
its and illuminating available
buttons.

ADVERTISEMENT
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You can test each button
LED by pressing the service
button on the logic box.  Se-
lect "Other Tests" from the
Diagnostics tab, then touch
"Button" to light up each
LED.

If all the buttons are dim (ex-
cept for the "See Pays" but-
ton) the problem may be
caused by a faulty transistor
on the button panel.  This
issue is usually caused by
hot-swapping a button board
and inadvertently shocking/
shorting it.  This can be re-
solved by replacing the tran-
sistor at T1.

Signal Filter Board

The signal filter board pre-
vents any damaging EMI
from entering and harming
components in the logic box.
It transfers power and com-
munication to boards and
items outside the logic box.
It also contains game fuses.
It is a passive component net-
work and distribution block
for main connectors.

P1:  This Minifit 10 connec-
tor runs to the ticket printer,
connecting to the printer
manufacturer's adapter.
RS232 communication, +12
and +24 volts, are transmit-
ted from P1.

P2:  Audio runs through P2,
which is a Microfit 8 connec-
tor.  In-line connectors run
to the top playfield speakers
and the woofer, which is lo-
cated under the power
switch.  These speakers are
line-powered.
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P3:  This Microfit 12 connec-
tor is routed to the playfield
fan, near the button board.
It carries +5 and +12 volts,
along with other communica-
tion and control.

P4:  A ribbon cable (RC14)
runs from P4 to the hard
meters at the meter board,
carrying communication data
and power (+5, +12 and +24
volts).

P5:  The button board re-
ceives its power and commu-
nication from a ribbon cable
that runs from P5 (RC16 and
SPI protocol).  P5 supplies the
+5 volt power that is for the
button panel's own use.  It
does not supply power that
the button board provides for
other components.  This con-
nector has the same pin-outs
as P3 on the button board.

P6:  This Microfit 4 connec-
tor is routed to the game's
candle or toplight.  It provides
+12 volts of power and the
signals to turn on the three
different lamps.

P7:  This Minifit 16 connec-
tor transmits power (+12 and
+24 volts) and communica-
tion to the bill validator.

P8:  This RC26 connector
snaps into a ribbon cable that
transmits communication to
and from the hopper board,
along with +5, +12 and +24
volts of power.  Note that the
hopper board powers the
motor that moves the
playfield up and down.  This
power is contained in this rib-
bon cable.  Even coinless
games contain a hopper
board because of its addi-
tional functions.

P9:  If the e-motion™ game
uses coins, P9 (RC20) sup-
plies power and SPI commu-
nication to the coin board.

P10:  P10 is a Minifit 2 con-
nector that runs to the touch
screen controller and Earth
ground.  Twelve volts of
power are included.  P11 has
the same pin-outs and capa-
bilities.

P13:  While P5 provided
power to the button board
expressly for its own use,
P13, a Minifit 6 connector,
supplies additional power
(+5, +12, and +24 volts) to the
button board, which distrib-
utes it to components like the
frame light control board.

This connector has the same
pin-outs as P2 on the button
board.

P15:  An RC26 connector,
P15 transfers communica-
tion for the bill acceptor,
candle top light, speakers,
ticket printer, and additional
in/out main board signals
from front-side connectors to
the backplane.

P16:  An RC40 connector,
P16 transfers communica-
tion for the coin board, hop-
per board, button board,
counter board, and addi-
tional in/out main board sig-
nals from front-side connec-
tors to the backplane.
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P17:  This Minifit 12 connec-
tor transfers power from the
backplane to signal filter
board front-side connectors.
Many grounds, plus +5, +12,
and +24 volts are included.

The signal filter board also
contains all the game's fuses,
located on the front part of
the board.  Each fuse is ac-
companied by an LED that is
illuminated if power is
present and the fuse is work-
ing properly.  F1 is a wire
bridge for +5 volts.  Its LED
is D1.  F2 is the +12-volt fuse,
rated at 6.3 amps.  Its accom-
panying LED is D2.  The third
fuse, F3, is for +24 volts,
rated at 4 amps and with an
LED labeled D3.

If multiple game components
are not working or behaving
erratically, check to see if
they all use the same voltage.
If this is the case, the prob-
lem could be as simple as a
blown fuse.  Instead of swap-
ping out each non-function-
ing component, check the
signal filter board first.  If a
fuse LED is out, the fix might
be a new fuse or possibly a
new signal filter board.  This
is an important first step in
trouble-shooting an e-mo-
tion™ game, preferable to the
knee-jerk practice of
“swaptronics.”

That covers three e-motion™
circuit boards and their con-
nectors, which mainly ex-
isted outside of the machine's
logic box.  Further articles in
this series will get inside the
logic box, exploring the
interconnectivity and archi-
tecture of the machine's core
functionality.

 - Michael Brennan
MBrennan@atronic.com
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This is also known as a
5120 Video Controller
card because that is

the main chip on the board.
These boards don’t fail often
but keeping spares on hand
is difficult. Kristel does not
sell the board but they will
take them in for repairs. If
you want to take on repair-
ing them yourself, there are
a few things you can do.

The approach suggested is
the same as you would take
for any other microprocessor-
based board. Pull the Reset
line active and scope out pe-
ripheral circuits. If nothing is
found, let go of the Reset line
and see what happens dur-
ing Power-On-Self-Test. After
the board comes into opera-
tion we can observe the
screen for hints of where
problems may be. Let’s take
a tour through the circuits.
You can find the schematic
at http://tinyurl.com/gdjju

Williams Kristel 18-009 LCD Monitor
Video Controller Board 100-100-G001

Pull the Reset Line Active

Solder a small wire across ca-
pacitor EC24 on sheet 4 of
the schematic. U9 and U10
are the Reset circuits for the
gm5120. I would expect only
one of these to be installed,
or maybe neither and Reset
is controlled by EC24, R28
and D3.

Power

The first question is always,
“Does power come up?” The
board runs on +12 Volts that
comes into the board on CN6
on page 7 of the schematics
and passes through fuse F1,
5 Amp fast blow. U11 and

U12 make up a Buck Switch-
ing Regulator that brings this
down to +5 Volts. U4 converts
this +5 Volts down to +3.3
Volts. U14 converts the +5
Volts down to +2.5 Volts.
Switch U1 brings the power
out to the Panel Voltage and
will be either 5 Volts or 3.3
Volts depending on a jumper,
JP1. Being mostly surface
mount, finding good test
points is difficult but if it
helps any:

Panel voltage can be checked
across capacitor EC1 (+5 or
+3.3). We should have +12
Volts across capacitors EC25
and EC2. We should have +5
Volts across capacitor EC23,

By Herschel Peeler
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C51 (pins 16 and 32 of U8).
We should have +3.3 Volts
across capacitors EC16,
EC21, EC22, C43 (L18 to
ground), C40 (L17 to ground),
C36 (L16 to ground), EC26,
EC27 (L19 to ground), EC29,
C57 (L20 to ground), C16 (L3
to ground), EC9 (L5 to
ground), EC10 (L7 to
ground), C10 (L2 to ground),
EC7 (L4 to ground), EC8 (L6
to ground). We should have
+2.5 Volts across capacitors
EC30, EC14, C65 (L21 to
ground).  We should have
slightly less than the +12 Volt
line across EC11 (D1) and
about 5.1 Volts across D6.
These are power to the sound
system.

Reset

If power comes up okay, the
next question is “are the pe-
ripheral circuits working?” If
we have symptoms to work
from, we can concentrate on
circuits that relate to those
symptoms. Not having any at
this time, we will go through
the circuits and mention
what each is for.

With Reset held active we
should expect no activity
coming out of the gm5120.
We can look at the peripheral
circuits in their static state.

Sheet 2

We have here the video inter-
faces coming in from the
game. We may use either the
VGA connector CN7 or the
alternate CNA7. U15 is an
EEPROM. I suspect in here
is a pattern that is used to
tell the game what kind of

display is connected. Coming
out of CN7 we have our color
signals (Analog) Red, Blue
and Green. The Vertical and
Horizontal Sync come out of
CN7 and feed U13. We can
‘scope pins 10 and 12 of U13
while we inject a ground or
+3.3 Volt level to the cathodes
of ZD3 and ZD4 to test the
sync circuits.

At this point we can’t test
U15. We will come back to
this later.

If we are connected up to a
VGA signal source, we should
be able to see Video and Sync
signals going.

Sheet 3

We have here the alternate
DVI (Digital Video) input that
may also come from the
game. We will use either the
VGA or DVI inputs in opera-
tion. U16 is the EEPROM for
the DVI input to identify the
type of monitor to the system.

If we are connected up to a
DVI signal source, we should
be able to see Video and Sync
signals going.

Sheet 4

U5 is the EEPROM for the
gm5120. U8 is the Flash
EPROM with our program the
gm5120 runs. X1 is our crys-
tal for the operating fre-
quency of the gm5120.

U7, the gm5120, we will
come back to after we finish
our discussion of static cir-
cuits.

Sheet 5

Sound circuits. U6 is our ste-
reo audio amplifier. We could
plug a phone jack into CN9
from our PC sound out and
put a couple of speakers on
CN2 and CN10 and test this
circuit. A voltage (+3 to +5
Volts) on the Mute input
should kill the sound. Vol-
ume is controlled by a volt-
age on the PWM1.

Sheet 6

These are the video signals
going out to the LCD display
itself. These are differential
signals. Each signal has a (+)
and (-) side to it. To scope
these lines, we must put a
two-channel scope in differ-
ential mode. We will come
back to this after we let the
reset line go.

Sheet 7

Here are our voltage regula-
tors. Most of these we
checked when we did initial
voltage measurements. Not
previously mentioned, we
have power going to the In-
verter that powers the CCFLs
that back light the LCD
screen on connector CN3. If
we have +12 Volts okay we
can bring up the CCFLs by
putting pins 3 and 4 of CN3
between +12 V and ground.
This turns the CCFLs on and
off.

Connector CN4 goes to our
control pad with five buttons
and two LEDs. We can con-
nect these and test them at
this time. We should be able
to turn the LED Green and
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Yellow by putting a jumper
across pins 2 and 3 of Q3 and
Q4. CN4, pin 1, should go
high and low as the Power On
button is pressed. The lower
end of R12 should follow. Our
four panel buttons (Right,
Left, Menu, Auto) we should
be able to see at Resistor
Pack RP2, pins 1, 2, 3 and 4,
and also on pins 8, 7, 6 and
5.

VCC Panel goes to Sheet 6,
CN1, and is power to the LCD
interface chips.

Letting Go of Reset

If we are happy that all the
peripheral circuits look okay
in a static condition, the next
step is to let go of Reset and
see what happens in the first
few seconds following reset.

Sheet 2

If we are connected up to a
VGA signal source, we should
be able to see Video and Sync
signals going. We will prob-
ably not see signals on the
EEPROM unless we are con-
nected up to a Williams Blue-
bird game. If we were, we
would expect to see a few sec-
onds of “DDC SDA A” (Data)
and “DDC SCL A” (Clock) sig-
nals going on as the game
interrogates the display to
find out if it is the right type.

Sheet 3

If we are connected up to a
DVI signal source we should
be able to see Video and
Synch signals going. We will
probably not see signals on
the EEPROM unless we are

connected up to a Williams
Bluebird game. If we were we
would expect to see a few sec-
onds of “DDC SDA A” (Data)
and “DDC SCL A” (Clock) sig-
nals going on as the game
interrogates the display to
find out if it is the right type.

Sheet 4

X1 should start oscillating at
14.318 MHz and we should
see this across R27. Going
around the gm5120, ignoring
power lines because we al-
ready checked for power
problems, we would find the
following in use.

Pin 113 is PPWR (Panel Power
Control) Pin 114 is PBIAS (I
wouldn’t venture a guess at
how to interpret that). What
it goes to is the On / Off con-
trol for the Backlight CCFL
lamps. Pin 207 is Mute out-
put to the sound system. Pin
205 and 204 are ISP port
Clock and Data to U15 on
Sheet 2. Pins 6 and 7 are
Clock and Data to U16 on
sheet 3. Pins 171 through
136 are our Analog VGA
video signals. Pins 194
through 192 are our Digital
DVI video signals. Pins 8
through 36 are Address and
Data lines to the Flash chip.
We should see activity on
most of these lines. Pin 118,
“TCON OCLK” AKA “DISP
CLK 5” we can name “Display
Clock” goes to U2 and U3 on
sheet 6. Pin 115, “DEN” is the
Display Enable to U2 and U3.
Pin 117 and 116 are Vertical
and Horizontal Sync signals
to U2 and U3. Pins 110
through 55 are our Video sig-
nals going to the LCD’s de-

coders on the TFT screen it-
self. Pins 49 and 48 are the
output controls to the Green
and Yellow LEDs on the con-
trol panel. Pins 44 and 45 are
Serial info going to the De-
bug Port at connector CN5.
We can’t do much with this
and it shouldn’t influence
normal operation. Pins 51
and 52 are Data and Clock
to U5, the EEPROM for the
gm5120. Pin 39 is GPIO 8
(General Purpose I/O port,
bit 8. the “Auto” button on
the Operator’s Panel. Pin 43
is GPIO 3 (General Purpose
I/O port, bit 3. the “Menu”
button on the Operator’s
Panel. Pin 46 is GPIO 6 (Gen-
eral Purpose I/O port, bit 6.
the “Right” button on the
Operator’s Panel. Pin 47 is
GPIO 7 (General Purpose I/
O port, bit 7. the “Left” but-
ton on the Operator’s Panel.
Pin 42 is GPIO 2 (General
Purpose I/O port, bit 2. the
“Power” button on the
Operator’s Panel. Pin 41 is
GPIO 1 (General Purpose I/
O port, bit 1, or “PWM1” is
the Volume Control for U6.
Pin 40 is GPIO 0 (General
Purpose I/O port, bit 0, or
“PWM0” is the Backlight
Brightness Control for the
CCFL.

We haven’t seen enough of
these to compile a list of com-
mon failures yet. Given spe-
cific symptoms you should be
able to go to the parts of the
circuit that relates to that
function and troubleshoot
with a reasonable degree of
certainty.

- Herschel Peeler
- hpeeler@slot-techs.com
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